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The phonon spectrum of ZnAl2O4 spinel was investigated jointly by inelastic neutron-scattering and first-
principles calculations. The results permit an assessment of important mechanical and thermodynamical prop-
erties such as the bulk modulus, elastic constants, lattice specific heat, vibration energy, and Debye tempera-
ture. The observed generalized phonon density of states shows a gapless spectrum extending to a cutoff energy
of ;840 cm21. The theoretical results reproduce all of the features of the phonon density of states. The
calculated Raman-and infrared-active phonon frequencies agree well with the data in the literature. A com-
parison of the lattice dynamics of ZnAl2O4 and MgAl2O4 spinels was carried out using a simple rigid-ion
model, which shows that the major difference in the phonon frequencies of the two materials can be accounted
for by the mass effects between the Zn and Mg ions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oxide spinels comprise a rich variety of compounds1,2

They exhibit many different physical properties and are
great technological and geophysical interest.2,3 While many
oxide spinels, such as MgAl2O4 , show a varying extent o
cation disorder,1,2,4 zinc aluminate spinel ZnAl2O4 ~hereafter
referred to as Zn spinel! is one of the exceptions that show
only small departures from the cation distribution of an id
spinel structure.5–7 As a natural mineral Zn spinel is calle
gahnite. It has a combination of robust properties: high m
ing temperature, high strength, and high resistance to ch
cal attack.2,8 As a bulk ceramic, it has been used as a str
tural and high-temperature material. Synthetic, high-surfa
area Zn spinels are useful as catalysts and cata
supports.9–12 Furthermore, Zn spinel shows interestin
stress-induced luminescence properties.13,14

The crystal structure of Zn spinel1 is isostructural with
that of spinel MgAl2O4 @space groupFd3m, No. 227~Ref.
15!#, which was first determined by Bragg16 and Nishikawa17

independently. There are 8 f.u. per conventional unit c
which consists of 32 anions~O ions! and 24 cations~Zn and
Al ions!. The Bravais lattice of an ideal spinel structure co
sists of an fcc sublattice of O with the divalent catio
(Zn21) and trivalent cations (Al31) occupying one-eighth o
the interstitial tetrahedral sites and one-half of the octahe
sites, respectively. The crystal structure of spinels is co
pletely defined by the lattice parametera and the anions’
positional parameterx.1,2 The primitive cell contains 2 f.u.
giving rise to a total of 42 phonon branches.

The vibrational properties of Zn spinel were mainly stu
ied with Raman18 and infrared18–22 ~IR! spectroscopies. We
are not aware of any report of inelastic neutron-scatter
measurements on Zn spinel in the literature. Thus, exp
mental data of phonon frequencies are limited to the vicin
0163-1829/2002/66~14!/144301~7!/$20.00 66 1443
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of the G point of the Brillouin zone~BZ!. Chopelas and
Hofmeister18 measured the Raman spectrum of Zn spinel a
reported five vibrational frequencies. Infrared studies
various workers, on the other hand, revealed some incon
tency in the data. Hafner20 and Brunel and Vierne21 reported
three broad peaks at about 667, 562, and 510 cm21 and at
about 704, 578, and 512 cm21, respectively, in the IR absorp
tion and reflection spectra of gahnite. Gadsden19 combined
the experimental data of Hafner20 and Brunel and Vierne21 in
an analysis and obtained a complex group of IR frequen
at 750, 690, 670, 650, 590, 562, and 510 cm21. Alvarez,
Bosch, and Valenzuela22 measured the IR spectrum of syn
thetic Zn spinel samples. They concluded, based on sim
tions using the classic pair-potential method with rigid ion
that the modes at 505 and 562 cm21 originate from Zn-O
vibrations, while the bands observed in the range of 60
1400 cm21 are due to Al-O vibrations.22 Chopelas and
Hofmeister18 analyzed the IR spectrum of the mineral usi
the Kramers-Kronig method. They identified four vibration
@transverse optic~longitudinal optic!, TO ~LO!# frequencies
at 220~231!, 486 ~533!, 543 ~608!, and 641~787! cm21, as
well as additional peaks of TO overtones at 754, 838, a
850 cm21.

In this paper, we report a phonon density-of-states m
surement of Zn spinel by means of inelastic neutro
scattering and a first-principles calculation of the phono
dispersion curves. In principle, neutron spectroscopy i
more complete method for measuring phonon spectra
crystalline solids than optical spectroscopy because neut
interact with phonons throughout the entire BZ and the te
nique is not subject to restriction by selection rules.23 How-
ever, as a large single crystal of Zn spinel is unavailab
neutron measurements using polycrystalline samples pro
only a measure of the phonon density of states. In this c
the first-principles calculation of the phonon spectrum is i
portant for a full characterization of the phonon spectru
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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The neutron data provide a means to validate and refine
theoretical calculations. As a result, the model unambi
ously identifies the frequencies and the atomic motion of
Raman- and IR-active modes. The phonon spectrum of
spinel is compared with that of MgAl2O4 spinel24 using a
simple rigid-ion model for an understanding of the effects
the phonons due to the mass difference between the Mg
Zn ions. The mechanical~elastic constants and modulus! and
thermal ~specific heat and Debye temperature! properties
were also obtained. The results are useful for the analys
the thermodynamic properties of compounds with the spin
type structure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DETAILS

ZnAl2O4 powders were prepared by a conventional so
state synthesis method. Powders of ZnO anda-Al2O3 were
first mixed in a ball mill for 24 h. The mixture was slowl
heated to 1400 °C and kept at that temperature for 12 h u
Zn spinel was formed completely. X-ray diffraction show
that the sample was a single-phase spinel structure with
detectable impurities.

Neutron-inelastic-scattering experiments were perform
using the low-resolution medium-energy Chopper Spectro
eter at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source of the Argo
National Laboratory, IL. The energy resolution~full width at
half maximum! varies from;8% of the incident energy in
the elastic region to;2% near the end of the neutron energ
loss spectrum.25 Neutrons with incident energies of 200 an
80 meV were used to measure the phonon spectra ove
0–150 meV range with good resolution. The energy units
meV and cm21, where 1 meV is equivalent to 8.066 cm21,
are used interchangeably in this paper. A polycrystalline;40
g sample of Zn spinel was placed inside a sealed alumin
container in the shape of a thin slab~dimension 75310032
mm3), which was mounted on the cold plate of a close
cycle helium refrigerator at a 45° angle with the incide
neutron beam. Such geometry minimized multiple scatter
effects. All measurements were performed at 8 K so as to
minimize multiphonon scattering. Background scatter

TABLE I. Calculated lattice parameters and interatomic d
tances~Å! for ZnAl2O4 , as compared with the experimental resul

Theor. Expt.a

Space group Fd3m
a ~Å! 7.998 8.064
x of O atoms 0.389 0.390
Bonding
Zn-O (43) 1.93 1.94
Al-O (63) 1.89 1.90
Mechanical properties
B ~GPa! 218 202b

c11 ~GPa! 316
c12 ~GPa! 169
c44 ~GPa! 148

aReference 1.
bReference 39.
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was removed from the data by subtracting the intensity of
empty-container run. Measurements of elastic incoher
scattering from a vanadium standard provided detector c
bration and intensity normalization.

The phonon calculations were carried out using the fi
principles molecular-dynamics computer codeVASP ~Vienna
ab initio simulation program!.26–28This program first calcu-
lates the electronic structure from first principles and then
interatomic forces via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. T
phonon frequencies and eigenvectors were obtained by
agonalization of the dynamical matrix. Details of the me
ods can be found in Refs. 24 and 29. Calculations were
plied to a conventional unit cell~13131!, which consists of
four primitive unit cells. Periodic boundary conditions we
imposed. All internal coordinates of the atoms have be
fully relaxed. Selected atoms were displaced slightly~about
0.01–0.05 Å! away from their equilibrium positions, and th
corresponding interatomic forces were calculated and t
force constants were obtained. Using these force consta
the phonon frequencies were obtained by straightforward

FIG. 1. Partial and total PDOS for Zn spinel calculated fro
first principles.

FIG. 2. Calculated phonon-dispersion curves along hi
symmetry directions in BZ for Zn spinel.
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PHONON SPECTRUM OF ZnAl2O4 SPINEL FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144301 ~2002!
agonalization of the dynamical matrix. This method does
account for the effect of the macroscopic electrostatic fi
that arises for certain LO modes in the long-wavelength li
(k→G). This field lifts the LO-TO degeneracy of the IR
active modes. Following Refs. 30 and 31, we corrected
the effect of the macroscopic field and the calculated
quency shifts of the LO modes. For the determination of
LO frequencies the interplanar force constants were ca
lated using a 23131 cell ~which contains eight primitive
cells with a total length of about 16 Å!. The size of this cell
was shown be to sufficiently large based on our previ
calculations for Mg spinel. In the case of Mg spinel w
checked the resulting LO-TO splitting with a longer 33131
cell, and found only minor differences.24 The phonon-
dispersion curves were calculated along several h
symmetry directions in the BZ. The phonon density of sta
~PDOS! was obtained by linear tetrahedron integration of
phonon frequencies over a 10310310 k-point mesh. The
symmetry representation of the zone-center modes was
amined following White and de Angelis.32 The crystal sym-
metry implies five Raman-and four IR-active modes. T
elastic constants (c11, c12, andc44) for spinel ZnAl2O4 were
calculated from energy changes due to very small st
components~,3% volume of the ideal structure! in the har-
monic approximation. The bulk modulusB5(c1112c12)/3
was calculated from a fit of the total energy with respect

FIG. 3. Vibration energyE and specific heatCv calculated using
the harmonic approximation from the phonon spectrum.

FIG. 4. Debye temperature of Zn spinel calculated from
phonon density of states.
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volume change up to the second order of strain compon
d according to Birch and Murnaghan.33 The elastic constants
were obtained from a second-order polynomial fit throu
the energy distortion curve.

The ~bulk! thermal properties~free energy, entropy, and
specific heat! of spinel ZnAl2O4 were obtained from the cal
culated PDOS within the harmonic approximation accord
to standard thermodynamics.

The electronic structure calculations were carried out
the local-density approximation~LDA !.34 The electronic
wave functions were sampled on a 23232 k-point mesh in
the BZ of the conventional unit cell. Additional calculation
were carried out for an elongated cell using a consist
k-point mesh. A norm-conserving pseudopotential was u
for Al.35 Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used for Zn a
O.36,37 The kinetic-energy cutoff on the wave functions w
495 eV~36 Ry!. For the~augumentation! charge, a cutoff of
928 eV ~68 Ry! was used. These parameters were cho
based on convergence tests for a previous study

e

FIG. 5. Measured generalized PDOS for Zn spinel. The circ
and squares represent the measured data using neutron incide
ergies of 200 and 80 meV, respectively.

FIG. 6. A comparison of the measured~circles! and calculated
~solid line! generalized PDOS of Zn spinel. The experimental da
obtained with a neutron incident energy of 200 meV, contain m
tiphonon contribution. The calculated spectrum is a sum of the g
eralized one-phonon DOS~dashed line! and the multiphonon com-
ponent ~dotted line!, both of which were convolved with the
experimental resolution function.
1-3
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MgAl2O4 .24 Adopting a similark-point mesh for Zn spine
and Mg spinel was justified because of the very similar el
tronic structure of the two spinels. For Mg spinel the 23232
k-point mesh produced essentially the same results as t
from a previous study.24

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Theoretical results

The crystal structure was optimized by a minimization
the total energy, resulting ina57.998 Å andx50.389 for
Zn spinel, which compares favorably with the experimen
values (a58.088 Å andx50.390).1 A slight underestima-
tion of the lattice constant is not unusual in LDA calcul
tions. In all subsequent calculations, the optimized calcula
values ofa and x were used. The lattice parameter of Z
spinel is very close to that of Mg spinel~experimentala
58.087 Å) ~Refs. 1 and 24! in spite of the fact that the ionic
radius of Zn21 ~0.74 Å! is larger than that~0.66 Å! of Mg21

ions.38 The calculated Zn-O distance in Zn spinel is 1.93
the same as the Mg-O distance in Mg spinel. The calcula
Al-O distance in Zn spinel~1.89 Å! is slightly smaller than
that ~1.90 Å! of Mg spinel.

The calculated bulk modulus for Zn spinel is 218 GP
which is somewhat larger than the experimental value~202
GPa! measured recently by Levyet al.39 It is also slightly
larger than the calculated value~207 GPa! for MgAl2O4 us-
ing the same approach.40 The elastic constants are listed
Table I. From the elastic constants we obtain the anisotr
parameterA52c44/(c112c12)52.02, which indicates tha
the elastic properties of Zn spinel are highly anisotropic.

Figure 1 shows the calculated partial and total PDOS
Zn spinel. The total~PDOS! spans up to about 840 cm21.
This result is markedly different from the PDOS obtain
using a semiempirical pair-potential method, which shows
energy cutoff as high as 1700 cm21.22 The heavy Zn ions are
mainly responsible for the low-energy motions~,250

FIG. 7. A comparison of the measured~circles! and calculated
~thick solid line! generalized PDOS of Zn spinel. The experimen
data were obtained with a neutron incident energy of 80 meV
the line joining the data points is a guide to the eye. The calcula
spectrum is a sum of the generalized one-phonon DOS~dashed line!
and the multiphonon component~dotted line!, both of which were
convolved with the experimental resolution function.
14430
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cm21!, whereas the Al and O ions are involved in vibration
modes over a wide range of energies above;240 cm21. In
particular, O motions are well localized near the end of
phonon spectrum. A sharp peak around 800 cm21 is com-
posed of almost only oxygen vibrations.

The calculated phonon-dispersion curves along the h
symmetry directions are shown in Fig. 2. The 42 phon
branches fill the entire energy range, leaving no gap in
PDOS.

The thermal properties of Zn spinel are obtained from
calculated PDOS. The zero-point vibration energy is 603

l
d
d

TABLE II. Calculated vibration modes atG for ZnAl2O4 as
compared with MgAl2O4 .

Species ZnAl2O4 MgAl2O4
a ZnAl2O4

b

T2g ~R! 197 319 211
T1u ~IR! 226 ~240! 311 ~319! 238 ~248!
T2u 256 265 265
T1g 382 360 360
Eu 413 412 412
Eg ~R! 442 426 426
T2u 501 483 483
T1u ~IR! 507 ~528! 512 ~580! 496 ~527!
T2g ~R! 520 570 535
T1u ~IR! 562 ~648! 588 ~638! 554 ~637!
Eu 615 608 608
T2g ~R! 665 682 669
T1u ~IR! 675 ~832! 698 ~866! 693 ~849!
Au 678 668 668
Au 781 763 763
Ag ~R! 784 776 776

aReference 24.
bVibration modes atG of ZnAl2O4 obtained using the force
constant matrix of MgAl2O4 .

TABLE III. Comparison between the calculated and experime
tal Raman and IR spectra.

Modes Theoretical Chopelas and Hofmeistera

Raman-active modes
T2g 197 196
Eg 442 417
T2g 520 509
T2g 665 658
Ag 785 758
IR-active modes

TO ~LO! TO ~LO!b TOc

T1u 226 ~240! 220~231! 224
507 ~528! ;440~533! 486
562 ~648! 543~608! 551
675 ~832! 641~838! 651

aReference 18.
bExperimental data analyzed using the Kramers-Kronig method
per Ref. 18.

cTO modes calculated by classic dispersion as per Ref. 18.
1-4
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PHONON SPECTRUM OF ZnAl2O4 SPINEL FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144301 ~2002!
meV/f.u. The calculated relationships between the ther
properties~specific heatCv , vibration energyE, and tem-
peratureT! are shown in Fig. 3. The specific heatCv at room
temperature is calculated to be about 116.2 J/K mol.

The Debye model is widely used for ceramic materia
Figure 4 shows the change of the Debye temperatureQ with
temperatureT for Zn spinel. The Debye temperature chang
substantially at the low-temperature range~1–200 K! and
reaches a minimum at about 42 K with the Debye tempe
ture 620 K, and then increases with temperature stably
room temperature the Debye temperatureQ for Zn spinel is
about 898 K, which is not far from the value at 1000
~Q5928 K!.

B. Measured generalized phonon density of states

Inelastic neutron-scattering measurements on a polyc
talline sample over a wide range of detector angles ef
tively provide an average over all crystallographic orien
tions. Under these conditions, a generalized PDOS can
obtained from the measured scattering functionS(Q,E) ac-
cording to41–43

G~E!5
2M

\2 K e22W~Q!

Q2

E

n~E!11
S~Q,E!L

'M(
i

cis i

M i
Fi~E!, ~1!

whereci , s i , Mi , andFi(E) are the concentration, neutron
scattering cross section, mass, and partial PDOS, res
tively, for thei th atomic species.M is the mean sample mas
n(E) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function, and^¯& rep-
resents the average over the values of observed wave-v
magnitudeQ. The Debye-Waller factors,e22W(Q), are very
close to unity for low-temperature data. It can be seen fr
Eq. ~1! thatG(E) provides a measure of the PDOS weight
by the cis i /Mi factors, which is often referred to as th
neutron-weighted PDOS. The quantitiess i /Mi for Zn, Al,
and O are 0.0632, 0.0557, and 0.2645 b/g (1 b51
310224 cm2). Therefore, the generalized PDOS obtain
from a neutron experiment reveals a larger contribution fr
lattice modes involving the O motion.

Figure 5 shows the generalized PDOS of Zn spinel m
sured with incident neutron energies of 80 and 200 meV. T
80-meV run reveals more detailed structure because of
better energy resolution. The observed spectrum of the 2
meV run extends beyond 800 cm21 due to contributions
from multiple phonon excitations. Using the calculated tr
partial PDOS, the generalized PDOS is calculated accord
to Eq. ~1! and, as can be seen in Fig. 5, the positions of
salient features agree well with those of the measured g
eralized PDOS. Therefore, we used the calculated gen
ized PDOS to estimate the multiphonon contribution, follo
ing the Gaussian approximation method described
Sjölander.44 In Figs. 6 and 7 we compare the resulting ge
eralized PDOS after the removal of the multiphonon com
nent for the 80- and 200-meV runs, respectively, with
calculated generalized PDOS that was convolved with
14430
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instrumental resolution functions. The broad phonon ba
around 480, 640, and 800 cm21 agree very well with the data
of the 200-meV run. In the case of the 80-meV run, t
calculated generalized PDOS reproduced the five-band s
ture at about 175, 248, 410, 448, and 499 cm21 except that
the calculated frequencies of the three bands at high ene
are somewhat higher than the observed energies. This ge
ally good agreement gives credence to the accuracy of
first-principles calculations.

C. Comparison with optical data

The phonon modes atG are classified following White
and de Angelis32 as

G~k50!5A1g~R!1E1g~R!13T2g~R!14T1u~ IR!

1T1g12A2u12Eu12T2u , ~2!

whereR and IR corresponds to Raman-and infrared-acti
respectively. The calculated frequencies of these phonons
listed in Table II.

The experimental Raman frequencies obtained by C
pelas and Hofmeister18 from mineral samples of gahnite ar
shown in Table III. In general, the data compare favora
~within 2–4%! with the values from our calculations. Th
largest difference, which occurred in theEg mode, is about
6%.

The IR data of Zn spinel are more complex. As summ
rized by Gadsden19 the early IR data showed a comple
group of values at 750~shoulder, broad!, 690~shoulder!, 670
~strong, broad!, 650~shoulder!, 590~inflection!, 562~strong,
broad!, and 510 cm21 ~strong, broad!. Chopelas and
Hofmeister18 analyzed the IR spectrum of the mineral ga
nite using the Kramers-Kronig method and found four T
~LO! frequencies, which are compared with the calcula
values in Table III. Additionally, extra peaks~TO overtones!
were observed at;846 ~850! cm21. The calculated TO fre-
quencies at 226 and 561 cm21 are in good agreement with
the experimental values within 3.3%, while a slightly larg
difference of about 5.3% is found for the TO frequency
675 cm21. The TO frequency at 507 cm21 is very different
from the experimental value of 440 cm21. The experimental
value, however, was assigned based on a broad peak.
calculated LO frequencies are in agreement with the exp
mental values within 1.0–6.6 %. Our calculated TO freque
cies are close~within 5%! to those obtained by Chopelas an
Hofmeister.18

D. Comparison with Mg spinel

Since Zn spinel is isostructural to Mg spinel and the ion
radius and local bonding environment of Zn and Mg spin
are similar, the major difference in their phonon spectra
expected to arise from the mass difference between Zn
Mg. The phonon frequencies atG of Zn spinel are compared
with those of Mg spinel in Table II. In order to achieve
better understanding of the mass effect on the vibratio
modes atG, we performed calculations of the phonon fr
quencies of Zn spinel using the force constants for Mg sp
but replaced the mass of Mg by that of Zn~a rigid-ion
1-5
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model!. The result is given in Table II. We find that theT2g
andT1u modes that contain large contributions from the
~or Mg! vibrations are strongly influenced by the mass eff
whereas for other species (T2u , T1g , Eu , Eg , Au , andAg)
the changes are small. In detail, the Raman-activeT2g fre-
quencies~211, 535, 669 cm21! obtained from mass substitu
tion are slightly higher than those~197, 520, 665 cm21! ob-
tained by the theoretical calculations. All other modes su
as theT1u frequencies 238~248!, 496 ~527!, 554 ~637!, and
693 ~849! cm21 versus 226~240!, 507 ~528!, 562 ~648!, and
675 ~832! cm21, respectively~see Table II!, show good
agreement. Therefore, the lattice dynamics in Zn and
spinel are similar and the major change in the phonon
quencies can be accounted for by a rigid-ion model, wh
only takes the mass effect into account. All other modes s
as theT2u frequencies~see Table II! show good agreement

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Neutron-inelastic-scattering experiments and fir
principles calculations have been performed for a para
study of the phonon spectrum in Zn spinel. The measu
generalized PDOS exhibits a gapless spectrum with a cu
energy at;840 cm21 and agrees well with the calculation
The calculated partial PDOS indicates that the Zn ions c
tribute mainly to phonons at low energies~below ;250
cm21!, whereas the Al and O ions partake in lattice vibr
tions over a wide range of energies~about 240–840 cm21!.
The theoretical results identify the Raman and infrared
o

n

as

p

J
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t

h

g
-

h
h

-
l
d
ff

-

-

-

quencies clearly and, in general, compare well with exp
mental data. A comparison of the lattice dynamics of Zn a
Mg spinel is made using a rigid-ion model that includes on
the mass difference between Zn and Mg ions. As a first
proximation, this simple model accounts adequately for
major difference in the phonon frequencies, indicating
similarity of the lattice dynamics in these two spinel mate
als. The calculations also give the mechanical paramet
218 GPa for the bulk modulus, and 316, 169, and 148 G
for the elastic constantsc11, c12, andc44, respectively. The
specific heat and the Debye temperature at 300 K are ca
lated to about 116.2 J/K mol and 898 K, respectively.
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